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Abstract 

The main objective of this research was to investigate the types, causes, and implications of incompatible 

expressions used in spoken Amharic.  To achieve this general objective, researchers collected data from 

postgraduate students, instructors, and journalists from Addis Ababa, Bahir Dar, and Jimma Universities and 

Ethiopian Broadcast Corporate (EBC), Fana Broadcast Corporate (FBC), and Amhara Media Agency (AMA) 

through interviews and questionnaires.  Sixty-five respondents and nine interviewees participated in the 

questionnaire and interview respectively.  The data was analyzed by applying textual and numerical 

descriptions.  The findings showed the use of double plurals, slang, wrong plurals, direct translation from 

English, applying English terms in Amharic, and unnecessary addition of terms.  It was also noted that speakers 

lacked the necessary understanding of Amharic grammar, were negligent in adhering to Amharic rules, were 

unprepared while speaking, and mixed Amharic and English vocabulary.  The other observations included 

meaning distortion, miscommunication between communicative partners, ambiguous phrases being introduced 

into Amharic, bizarre happenings taking the place of indigenous cultural and moral norms, loss of group and 

national identity, and identity confusion.   Thus, the prevalence of using incompatible expressions was 

observed; concerned bodies did not handle language use, and language teaching and learning properly.  Finally, 

speakers‟ reluctance to use appropriate expressions has resulted in social crises, linguistic conflict, 

misunderstanding, and signs of losing personal and national identity.  As a recommendation, speakers should 

struggle to minimize the use of incompatible expressions, and educational leaders, instructors, and students need 

to assess their language use, language teaching and learning.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study 
 

Communication is the transfer of information between a sender and one or more receivers; it is a process 

of sharing meanings, using a set of common rules (Northouse & Northouse, cited in Berry, 2007).  Besides, 

West and Turner (2014, p. 5) defined communication as, “Communication is a social (involves people and 

interactions) process (ongoing and unending) in which individuals employ symbols (arbitrary label or 

representation of phenomena) to establish and interpret meaning (what people extract from a message) in their 

environment (the situation or context in which communication occurs)”.  The application of effective language 

use in communication also supports implementing everyday activities in meaningful ways.  On the contrary, 

incompatible language use is a cause of misunderstanding between speech partners. 

To enhance interaction among people, communicative competence is essential to help them carry out 

their activities properly. Communicative competence, in turn, demands the skill of compatible language use.  

Saville-Troike (2003, p. 18) states, “Communicative competence extends to both knowledge and expectation of 

who may or may not speak in certain settings, when to speak and when to remain silent, to whom one may 

speak, how one may talk to persons of different statuses and roles....”.   This notion inculcates speakers to 

develop and apply compatible expressions at the right place, time, and situation and to whom they have to 

speak.  However, maybe due to a lack of knowledge or negligence, a significant number of individuals are 

observed using incompatible expressions during speaking and writing.  Such unfitting forms of language use 

also have their own negative implications in the process of communication in particular and in preserving 

cultural and social values in general.  For instance, the researchers heard a journalist‟s report in Amharic, which 

reads,  

“አ ሁን  የ ምገ ኘው ስድሰት ኪሎ ጋር  ነ ው”  

ʔɑhun jəmgəɲəw sɨdɨst kilo gɑr nəw  

Now I am with Sidist Kilo.  

 

 In this speech, the reporter wanted to indicate the location where he was at the time of speaking.  In the 

above sentence, the journalist used “ጋር  (gɑr)” (which means with) to indicate location, but it is not acceptable 

because “ጋር  (gɑr)” (with) is used to show relationships.  However, using “ጋር  (gɑr)” (with) to indicate 

location has been a common experience nowadays.   

Moreover, a significant number of speakers recurrently use two plural indicators like “ህፃ ና ቶች 

(hɨtsɑnɑtotʃ)” (children) together incorrectly.  Thus, it is necessary to use either the plural marker in Geez (i.e., 

ህ ፃ ና ት - hɨtsɑn+ʔɑt (ህፃ ን + ኣ ት) or the Amharic plural indicator (ህፃ ኖች (hɨtsɑn +ʔotʃ (ህ ፃ ን +ኦ ች). 

The other problem is the mixing up of expressions from other languages during speeches, which may not 

have any relevance to most audiences.  For example, listening to English expressions during speeches in 

Amharic by professionals and reporters whose voices have a tremendous impact on listeners has been a 

common experience.  Using incompatible expressions like mixing languages may cause communication 

breakdown and other problems.  Thus, since using incompatible expressions has various causes and 

implications, and this is a new research area in the local context, investigating the types, causes, and 

implications of incompatible expressions is essential.  Besides, this article needs to recommend ways to alleviate 

the use of incompatible expressions by showing the negative impacts of using incompatible expressions. 
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     1.2 Statement of the Problem   
 

Effective communication enhances message transfer among speech participants significantly.  However, 

there are communication barriers which have the potential to affect message transfer among communicators.  

One of the communication barriers is the linguistic or language barrier.  Concerning the language barrier, Rani 

(2016, p. 76) states the following. 

 
Language barriers occur when people do not speak the same language, or do not have the same level of ability in 

a language.  However, barriers can also occur when people are speaking the same language.  Sometimes barriers 

occur when we use inappropriate levels of language or we use jargon or slang which is not understood by one or 

more of the people communicating. 

 

According to Rani, as observed in the quotation, language barriers block and/or create confusion among 

communication partners.  Even while speaking with the same language speakers, a communication barrier 

occurs due to the difference in language level of the communicators.  In clear terms, communication barriers 

originate from speaking different languages, differences in language level between communicators, and the use 

of jargon and slang.  These events are the causes of incompatible language use.  In addition, some individuals 

mix terms from other languages (English in this context) and complicate the process of understanding messages 

during communication in Amharic.  Besides, the researchers believed that no research has been conducted 

related to the types, causes, and implications of incompatible expressions used in speeches.  

      Therefore, the researchers hope that the results of this research will address the gaps observed in relation 

to the types and causes of using incompatible expressions and their implications on citizens (who use and hear 

incompatible expressions).  In other words, this research contributes to increasing the knowledge and 

understanding of speakers regarding how, when, where, and why to use compatible expressions, and how 

incompatible expressions hinder the transferring of messages among communicators. 

To conduct this research, the following research questions were posed. 

 

 What types of incompatible expressions do speakers use when speaking in Amharic? 

 What are the causes of incompatible language use? 

 What are the implications of incompatible language use on citizens‟ understanding of messages and their 

cultural norms and values? 

 What are the possible measures that should be taken to alleviate incompatible language use? 

 

2. Review of Related Literature 

2.1 The Concept of Communication  

   
It is agreed that communication has several definitions, and it is also believed to be difficult to put its 

definition in a single sentence.  However, Okwor cited in Aruma (2018) simply defines communication as a 

process and the activity of passing information from an individual to another person in society.  Keyton, cited in 

Alluri (2016) also defined communication as the process of transmitting information and common 

understanding from one person to another.  Furthermore, Canale as mentioned in Bardovi-Harlig (2005, p. 67) 

writes about the definition and characteristics of communication as follows. 
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Communication is a form of social interaction, and it is therefore normally acquired and used in social 

interaction.  It involves a high degree of unpredictability and creativity in form and message; it takes place in 

discourse and sociocultural contexts, which provide constraints on appropriate language use and clues as to the 

correct interpretation of utterances.  It is carried out under limiting psychological and other conditions such as 

memory constraints, fatigue and distractions; always has a purpose (for example, to establish social relations, to 

persuade, or to promise); involves authentic, as opposed to textbook-contrived, language; is judged as successful 

or not on the basis of actual outcomes. 

 

As stated above, communication is social interaction that takes place among individuals to accomplish a 

certain purpose, and while communicating with others, communicators need to apply appropriate expressions to 

maximize understanding between them.  However, due to various factors, communicators use inappropriate 

expressions that can hamper the proper understanding of messages.  That makes communication be labeled as 

successful or not.  Factors that affect smooth communication are also considered barriers.  Communication 

barriers that hinder smooth communication are presented below. 
 

2.2 Type of Communication Barriers 

 

Communication experts state that noise is one of the major communication barriers.  For instance, 

according to Lunenburg, 2010, p. 2), “Noise is anything that distorts the message.  Different perceptions of the 

message, language barriers, interruptions, emotions and attitudes are examples of noise”.  Noise consists of the 

external factors in the channels and the internal perceptions and experiences within the source and the receiver 

that affect communication.  In addition, Buarqoub (2019) stated that language or semantic barriers arise when 

many words have more than one meaning, and a sender and a receiver try to communicate in a language they 

themselves do not understand properly.  Among the aforementioned barriers, the problem of the language 

barrier that is forwarded by the sender is the main concern of this research because it is the sender who applies 

inappropriate expressions and mixed language while speaking.  For instance, Daniel Kibret (2010 E. C, p. 202) 

presents common errors like,  

 

እ ስኪ ለ ዛ ሬው በአማርኛ  ቋንቋ  ንግግር ና  ጽሕፈት እ የ ተለመዱ የ መጡ ዓስራ ሦስት የ ስህተት ኣ ይነ ቶችን  

ላመልክት፡ ፡  

            ʔɨski ləzɑrew bəʔɑmɑrɲɑ k‟
w
ɑn k‟

w
ɑ nɨgɨgɨr ʔɨnɑ tsɨhfət ʔɨjətələmədu jəmət‟u ʔɑsɨrɑsost  

              jəshɨtət ʔɑjnətotʃɨn lɑməlkɨt 

            For today, let me show thirteen types of common errors committed while speaking and writing  

              in Amharic).  

 

According to Daniel (2010) two of the thirteen mistakes, “(የ ብዙ ብዙ (jəbɨzu bɨzu)” (double plural) and 

“አ ላ ስፈላ ጊ  እ ንግሊዝኛ  (ʔɑlɑsfəlɑgi ʔɨnglizɲɑ)” (using of unnecessary English terms while speaking in 

Amharic) have been observed in speeches in various contexts nowadays.  Thus, these observations need 

scientific investigations. 

 

2.3 Choice of Appropriate Expressions 

 

The use of appropriate language use refers to knowledge and skill to apply the right word for the right 

purpose in the right context.  Regarding appropriate language use, Hynes as cited in Rahimi (2019) emphasized 

that knowing what to say to whom in what circumstances and how to say it is a central element of language 
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competence, a term which brings linguistic, socio-cultural and discourse knowledge under the umbrella of 

appropriate language use.  That means we can express an idea in different possible ways, but we need to choose 

the most appropriate one for achieving our communicative purpose in different contexts.  According to Harmer 

(2001), there are variables that determine our choice of appropriate expression.  The variables include setting, 

participants, gender, channel and topic.  Besides, the grammatical rules and contextual functions of a language 

or its expressions can be considered as manifestations of appropriateness.  Fairclough (1995) also notes that 

different varieties of English, and different languages, are appropriate for different contexts and purposes, and 

all varieties have the legitimacy of being appropriate for some contexts and purposes.  Speakers have the right to 

use various expressions in different contexts if they feel those expressions are appropriate to convey meaningful 

messages.  Furthermore, Saville-Troike (2003) stated that many studies of attitudes towards language use 

…have not dealt with language in general, but with what language or variety of language is considered more 

appropriate in a specific context.  Thus, applying the grammatical rules of a language and using compatible 

expressions of a language in the right context, with the right speech participant and at the right time has 

paramount importance to maximize message transfer and better understanding among communicators. 

 

2.4 Causes and Implications of Using Incompatible Expressions  

   

When a speaker uses incompatible words or expressions, which block listeners‟ understanding, the 

message cannot be transmitted properly.  This situation creates a misunderstanding between the sender and the 

receiver.  Especially when speakers use incompatible expressions or mix words from different languages where 

most audiences are monolingual, miscommunication is inevitable.  Concerning this, Buarqoub (2019, p. 64) 

explained, “Language barriers are the root causes of many problems or obstacles in health care, aviation, 

maritime, business, and education.  For example, effective communication between healthcare providers, 

patients, and families is critical for providing safe and quality healthcare.”  Therefore, using incompatible 

expressions or mixing languages while speaking breaks down communication and impedes smooth human 

interaction.  Many people also talk about the various causes and implications of incompatible expressions. 

Nevertheless, they refrain from investigating the causes and the implications in depth.  For instance, regarding 

the causes, individuals suggest that it is a means of searching for more explanatory words; it is a sign of being 

knowledgeable; it is a sign of an identity crisis and so on.  Anyway, whatever the causes and impacts of 

incompatible language use, they are manifested in speeches nowadays, so this case needs further investigation.  

 

2.5 Theoretical Framework 

   

            The researchers used Grice‟s cooperative principle as a valid theoretical framework for this study.  The 

concept of Grice‟s cooperative principle is, “Make your conversational contribution where is required, at the 

state which it occurs, by the accepted purpose and direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” 

Mey cited in Tsojon and Jonah (2016, p. 45).  As indicated, this cooperative principle demands us to be 

selective and purposeful when we apply words or expressions in our daily interactions.  This general principle is 

divided into four maxims, such as the maxim of quantity, the maxim of quality, the maxim of relevance and the 

maxim of manner.  The maxim of quantity alerts communicators to make their contribution as informative as is 

required (for the existing purposes of the exchange).  Besides, communicators are advised not to make their 

contribution more or less informative than is required.  The maxim of quality entails communicators not to say 

what they believe to be false.  Moreover, communicators are required not to say or state a point for which they 

lack adequate evidence.  The next principle is to be relevant.  This principle requires speakers to be within the 

domain of a topic while communicating.  The last cooperative principle, the maxim of manner, notifies 
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communicators to avoid obscurity of expression, avoid ambiguity, be brief and be orderly.  

  Generally, Grice‟s cooperative principle enables language users to apply appropriate language 

expressions to maximize understanding and reduce barriers to communication between speakers and listeners.  

Dominantly, Grice‟s maxim of manner has been applicable in this study.  Nowadays, contrary to Grice‟s 

maxims, speakers use unnecessary words, which violate the maxim of manner.  For the aforementioned reasons, 

Grice‟s cooperative principle was used as a theoretical framework for this study.  

 

3 Research Methodology 

3.1 Study Area and Period  

The study was conducted at three public universities, namely Jimma, Addis Ababa, and Bahir Dar.  

Besides, EBC, FBC, and Amhara Media Agency were the study sites, and the data was collected in May 2019. 

The project was also completed in one year, i.e., from October 2018 up to October 2019. 

 

3.2 Design of the Study  

 

According to Richards and Schmidt (2010, p. 164) “descriptive research is an investigation that attempts 

to describe accurately and factually a phenomenon, subject or area.”  Thus, the study design is a descriptive 

study because it helps to examine the types, causes, and implications of incompatible expressions applied in 

Amharic speech in depth.  The study focused on Amharic speeches and gathered data for the reason that many 

Amharic speakers are observed while mixing languages and using numerous incompatible expressions that 

might have impacts on communication in their speeches.  Thus, more specifically, data on the types and causes 

of incompatible language use were gathered, analyzed, and interpreted.  Then their implications were described. 

 

3.3 Population 

      

 The population of the study included postgraduate university students from the departments of journalism 

and communication and media and communication studies, journalists from media agencies (EBC, FBC and 

AMA), and language instructors from Jimma and Bahir Dar universities.  The aforementioned department 

students were selected because they were expected to be more aware of communication rules and language use 

in comparison to other department students.  Besides, we feel that selecting journalists who were working in the 

media had tremendous advantages in relation to obtaining ample and reliable data because they are required to 

use appropriate language in different situations.  

 

3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Technique 

 

For the interview, nine interviewees (four from Fana Broadcasting Corporate at two sites (Addis Ababa 

and Jimma), two from Ethiopian Broadcasting Corporate, and two from Amhara Media Agency and a 

respondent from Jimma University) participated in this research.  The researchers intended to give equal 

opportunity to participants at each study site.   In the questionnaire, sixty-five participants who were available in 

their classes and offices filled and returned the questionnaires.  Among the participants, forty-seven were males 

and eighteen were females.  Regarding their educational background, thirty, twenty-nine, and six respondents 

were BA, MA, and PhD degree holders respectively.  Besides, among the thirty participants, the majority of 

them were attending their MA degree when the research was conducted.  Concerning interviewees, five, three 

and one participants were BA, MA, and PhD degree holders respectively. 
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 The sampling technique was purposive sampling because those participants were the right individuals 

(interviewees and respondents of the questionnaire) to generate the required data from the aforementioned 

institutions and departments.  
 

3.5 Data Collection Tools 

 

Data was gathered from the participants through interviews and questionnaires.  

Interviews: semi-structured interviews were presented to eight media agency workers and one academic 

staff member from media and communication studies at Jimma University to investigate their perceptions of 

incompatible language use.  The rest participated in the questionnaire.  According to Denscombe (2007), with 

semi-structured interviews, the interviewer has a clear list of issues to be addressed and questions to be 

answered.  Besides, the interviewer is prepared to be flexible in terms of the order in which the topics are 

considered, and to let the interviewee develop ideas and speak more widely on the issues raised by the 

researcher. 

Interviewees were selected voluntarily, and in the interview, the researchers asked questions to the 

interviewees, which were designed on the types, causes, implications, and possible measures to be taken to 

alleviate incompatible language use.  The interviewees also answered questions and explained points in a 

flexible manner as probed by the researchers in silent places and offices in Amharic.  The length of time taken 

for the interviews varies from person to person (i.e., ten to twenty-five minutes).  Generally, the data gathered 

through interviews was rich and sufficient. 

Questionnaire: the second data-gathering tool was a questionnaire.  The questionnaire enabled 

researchers to obtain the perceptions of language instructors, journalists, and postgraduate students about 

incompatible language use.  The questionnaire was designed by the researchers to achieve the research 

objectives, and close-ended and open-ended questions were prepared and distributed to participants to find out 

their perceptions about people‟s speaking practices and why speakers use incompatible expressions.  Some 

questions were designed based on a five-point Likert scale.  The others were open-ended questions that gave 

opportunities to respondents to forward their views about types and causes of incompatible expressions. 

  By using interviews and questionnaires, the researchers gathered ample data, and they cross-checked the 

conformity of information by comparing the data obtained through the two instruments.  A pilot study was also 

conducted using a questionnaire at Jimma University and the instruments were checked for validity.  To specify, 

content validity was achieved because the study could investigate what it had planned from the outset.                      
 

3.6 Method of Analysis 

      Data obtained from the interview and the open-ended questionnaire were analyzed thematically based on 

types, causes, and implications of incompatible expressions.  In the analysis, the qualitative data gathered 

through interviews and the open-ended questionnaire were described, interpreted, and explained in written 

words, whereas numerical figures and percentages supported by word description were used to analyze the 

quantitative information obtained through the close-ended questionnaire.  In the analysis, the reliability of the 

information was crosschecked by using statistical packages for social sciences (SPSS) version 23, and the 

reliability coefficient was 0.711, which is an acceptable value.  Finally, conclusions were drawn based on the 

findings, and recommendations were forwarded in line with the conclusions. 

Regarding ethical considerations, a permission letter was taken from the postgraduate and research 

coordinating office of the College of Social Sciences and Humanities to collect data from the stated research 

sites. To ensure the informants‟ privacy and confidentiality, personal details were not disclosed, and the 
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collected data was used only for research purposes.  Besides, the informants participated in the study based on 

their willingness to give information for the research. 
 

4. Results 
 

This study intended to answer research questions concerning the types, causes, and implications of 

incompatible language use in spoken Amharic.  Thus, the data gathered from research participants through 

interviews and questionnaires was analyzed and interpreted, and findings were drawn.  The analysis is presented 

in line with the research questions as follows. 

 

4.1 Findings of Data on Types of Incompatible Expressions from Interview 

 

The data analysis is made based on the stated research questions.  Thus, the first research question is „what 

types of incompatible expressions do speakers use when speaking in Amharic?‟ 

 To answer this question, interviewees were asked whether they used or heard incompatible expressions 

during speeches.  The interviewees were given codes according to the sequence used during the transcription of 

the data. Thus, interviewee A (a journalist from EBC) said the following.     

 

ሁላችንም እ ንጠቀማለን ፡ ፡  የ ምንጠቀመው ግን  አ ስበን በት አ ይደለም፡ ፡  ለምሳሌ መምህራኖች፣  ህጻ ና ቶች  

እ ን ላ ለ ን ፡ ፡  እ ኛ  እ ንኳ ያልተገ ባ  አ ብዥ እ ንጠቀማለን ፡ ፡  የ ምንጠቀመውም የ ትርጉም ለውጥ ያመጣሉ ብለን  

ስለማና ስብ ነ ው፡ ፡  

hulɑtʃnɨm ʔɨnt‟əqəmɑlən jəmnɨt‟ə k‟əməw gɨn ʔɑsbənbət ʔɑjɨdəlem ləmsɑle məmɨhrɑnotʃ hɨtsɑnɑtotʃ 

ʔɨnlɑlənʔɨɲɲɑ ʔɨnk
w
ɑ jɑltəgəbɑ ʔɑbɨʒ ʔɨnt‟ək‟əmɑlən jəmnɨt‟ək‟əməwum jətɨrgum ləwt‟ jɑmət‟ɑlu bɨlən 

sɨləmɑnɑsɨb nəw 

All of us use incompatible expressions.  But, we use them unintentionally. For example, we say መምህራኖች 

(məmhɨrɑnotʃ) (teachers), ህጻ ና ቶች (hɨtsɑnɑtotʃ) (children).  We use incorrect plural forms because we do 

not think that they have an impact on changing meaning. 

     As indicated in the data, in መምህራኖች  (məmhɨrɑnotʃ) (teachers) and ህጻ ና ቶች  (hɨtsɑnɑtotʃ) (children) 

two plural markers (one in Geez and the other in Amharic) are used together where one is enough.  To specify, 

consider መምህራኖች (məmhɨr+ɑn+otʃ - teachers) and ህጻ ና ቶች  (hɨtsɑn+ɑt+otʃ - children).   Thus, it seems 

common to use or hear incompatible expressions while speaking.   As stated here, speakers use incompatible 

expressions unconsciously, assuming that such expressions do not have any impact on communication and the 

rules of the language.  However, if an expression is incompatible, it has the potential to affect proper 

communication and cause misunderstanding among communicators. 

     Interviewee D (a journalist from FBC at Addis Ababa) also admitted that he used and heard others while 

they used incompatible expressions.  His actual words are listed as follows. 

 

          አ ዎ ተጠቅሜም ሰምቼም አውቃለሁ፡ ፡  አ ንዳንዶች  አ ስደንጋጭና  ያለቦታው  የ ገ ቡ ቃላትን  ጥቅም ላይ ሲያውሉ 

ለማስተካከል  ሞክሬ  አውቃለሁ፡ ፡  ማስተካከል  ካልቻልኩም  እ ንዴ ምን  ነ ካው? ብዬ  ደንግጨ አውቃለሁ፡ ፡  

          ʔɑwo tət‟ək‟ɨmem səmtʃəm ʔɑwk‟ɑləhu ʔɑndɑndotʃ ʔɑsdəngɑčˈ ʔɨnɑ jɑləbotɑw jəgəbu k‟ɑlɑ tɨn  t‟ɨk‟ɨm lɑj 

sijɑwlu ləmɑstəkɑkəl  mokre ʔɑwk‟ɑləhu mɑstəkɑkəl kɑltʃɑlkum ʔɨnde mɨn nəkɑw bɨjə  dəngɨčˈə  ʔɑwk‟ɑləhu  

            Yes, I used and heard others while they use incompatible expressions.  Sometimes I tried to correct individuals 

who used irritating and inappropriate words.  When I could not give a correction, I wondered why he said like 

that and I felt very shocked. 
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Based on the data, it is common to apply or hear incompatible expressions while speaking.  In such 

situations, some individuals try to correct incompatible expressions.  However, when they are not able to correct 

speakers who use incompatible expressions, they feel embarrassed.  It implies that using incompatible 

expressions is common and disturbing to listeners‟ emotions. 

     The next question requires respondents to list down incompatible expressions they have ever used or 

heard while speaking in Amharic.  To this question, respondents listed many words.  Some common words used 

in Amharic speeches are, for example, ok, exactly, of course, information, service, ጎ ል  (goal), አ ትሌት (athlete), 

ሪከርድ ሰበረ /ች (rikərd səbərə/tʃ) (broke the record), መምህራኖች  (məmhɨrɑnotʃ i.e., məmhɨr+ɑn+otʃ) (teachers) 

etc.     

The respondents stated that some speakers frequently apply English expressions during Amharic 

speeches.  In this regard, it is reasonable to say that educated Amharic speakers are familiar with English terms, 

so they apply such expressions in Amharic speeches.  As stated by the informants, many words that have 

Amharic equivalents (like gol and ʔɑtlet) are familiar to Amharic speakers even though they are English terms. 

    Besides, the addition or omission of a letter is common while speaking.  For instance, interviewee F 

(journalist from AMA) mentioned how the omission of a letter may change the meaning of the whole sentence.  

The correct sentence reads, “ሚኒ ስተሩ  እ ና  ሚኒ ስትሯ በስብሰባው ላይ ተገ ኝተው ነ በ ር  (ministru ʔɨnɑ ministr
w
ɑ 

bəsɨbsəbɑw lɑj təgəɲɨtəw nəbər.”  From this sentence, if the letter “ገ  (gə)” is omitted from the word “ተገ ኝተው 

(təgəɲɨtəw)”, the word reads “ተኝተው (təɲɨtəw)”, and the sentence is meaningful with both the presence and 

absence of the letter “ገ  (gə)” from ተገ ኝተው (təgəɲɨtəw).   However, when the letter “ገ  (gə)” is omitted, the 

meaning of the sentence has a negative sense.  The respondent added that similar problems are observed in the 

media currently.  The same respondent shared his reading experience as, “አ ንድ ታሪክ  ሳ ነ ብ በአ ጼ በካፋ  ዘመነ  

መንግስት ቃል  ያሳሳተ  ስልሳ  ጅራፍ ይገ ረ ፍ ነ በ ር  (bəʔɑtse bəkɑfɑ  zəmənə  məngɨst k‟ɑl jɑsɑsɑtə sɨlsɑ dʒɨrɑf 

jɨgərəf nəbər)- during the era of King Bekafa, if an individual misused a word, he/she would be punished or hit 

by whip sixty times.  This incident shows that more attention was given to proper language use.  However, the 

attention given to language use nowadays seems too minimal. 

4.2 Types of Incompatible Expressions Obtained through Questionnaire  

 

The first question asks respondents about the necessity of using appropriate or compatible words or 

expressions of a language while speaking.  To this question, 60 (92.3%) respondents said that there is no doubt 

about using a compatible word or expression while speaking.  These responses indicate that using compatible 

words or expressions while speaking is essential.  We also asked the respondents to mention reasons for the 

importance of compatible language use.  Thus, the most repetitive reasons indicated that it makes 

communication intelligible among speakers and listeners.  To illustrate, first, by using compatible expressions, it 

is possible to get or offer complete information while speaking.  Second, compatible language use preserves the 

rules and structure of a language, so compatible language use saves a language from linguistic domination. 

Respondents were also asked whether they used or heard incompatible words or expressions during 

speaking.  To this question, 51(78.46%) replied that they have used and/or heard incompatible words or 

expressions during speaking.  Related to this question, the respondents were asked to list down incompatible 

words or expressions.  Therefore, the respondents listed many incompatible words as follows. 
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Table 1 

 

 Type of Incompatible Words, Observed Problem and Correct Usage in Amharic 

Type of incompatible 

expression in Amharic  

Problem observed Its meaning in  

English  

Correct usage in Amharic 

ሀ ገ ራቶች  (hɑgərɑtotʃ) Double plural countries ሀ ገ ሮች  ወይም ሀ ገ ራት 

መምህራኖች  (məmhɨrɑnotʃ) Double plural teachers መምህራን  ወይም 

መምህሮች 

አ ናብስቶች  (ʔɑnɑbsɨtotʃ) Double plural lions አ ናብስት ወይም 

አ ን በሶች  

እ ፅ ዋቶች  ((ʔɨtswɑtotʃ Double plural plants እ ዕ ዋት ወይም እ ፆ ች  

ጀለሴ (dʒələse) Strange word maybe my 

friend 

ጓ ደኛዬ    

ችክዋ (ችኳ) tʃikwɑ/tʃik
w
ɑ Strange word maybe the girl ልጂቱ 

(ዝና ቦች) (zɨnɑbotʃ) Wrong plural rains ዝናብ 

ውሃዎች  (wuhɑwotʃ) Wrong plural waters ውሃ  

ተእ ንደገ ና  (təʔɨndəgənɑ)  Addition of unnecessary letter (tə) again እ ንደገ ና  

ትመጣለክ  (tɨmət‟ɑlək) Replacement of a sound/ letter 

unnecessarily 

Will you come? ትመጣለህ ? 

ግማሽ  ወንድም 

 (gɨmɑʃ wondɨm) 

Wrong expression (we don‟t say 

gɨmɑʃ wondɨm) 

half brother የ አ ባት ወይም የ እ ና ት 

ልጅ 

ኤክስፐርቶች  (ʔekspərtotʃ)  Using English instead of Amharic experts ባለሙያዎች  

ሴክተሮች  (sektərotʃ) Using English instead of  Amharic sectors ክፍሎች 

ኢንፎርሜሽን )(ʔinformɑʃin) Using English instead of  Amharic information መረጃ  

እ ና ንተ  (ʔɨnɑntə) Using a wrong term (እ ና ንተ) to 

show respect for elders 

you  እ ር ስዎ ወይም አ ንቱ 

 

Incompatible words shown in Table 1 can be categorized into different types.  The categories are:  

1. Double plural forms ሀ ገ ራቶች  (hɑgər+ɑt+otʃ) (countries), መምህራኖች  (məmhɨr+ɑn+otʃ) (teachers), 

ʔɑnɑbsɨt+otʃ (lions), ʔɨtswɑt+otʃ (plants).  Note that the words አ ናብስት (ʔɑnɑbsɨt) and እ ፅዋት 

(ʔɨtswɑt) are plural forms in Geez, but the plural marker „ኦ ች (otʃ)‟ is also added to them unnecessarily.  

2. Using jargons like ጀለሴ (dʒələse), ችክዋ (ችኳ) (tʃik
w
ɑ),  

3. Forming wrong plurals like ዝና ቦች  (zɨnɑbotʃ (rains), ውሃዎች (wuhɑwotʃ) (waters),  

4. Adding unnecessary letters where “ተ  (tə)” is added unnecessarily in ተእ ንደገ ና  (təʔɨndəgənɑ) (again),  

5. Replacing of sound, „h‟ is replaced by „k‟ in „ትመጣለክ  (timət‟ɑlək)‟,  

6. A direct translation of English terms, for example, “half-brother” is translated to „ግማሽ  ወንድም (gɨmaʃ 

wondɨm)‟ which is not common in Amharic,  

7. Writing of English terms in Amharic like ኤክስፐርቶች  (ʔekspərtotʃ) (experts), „ሴክተሮች  (sektərotʃ)‟ 

(sectors), ኢንፎርሜሽን  (ʔinformɑʃɨn) (information),  

8. Wrong use of terms to give respect like using „እ ና ንተ  (ʔɨnɑntə)‟ to say „እ ር ስዎ (ʔɨrsɨwo)‟.  

 

These words are widely used in day-to-day communication at this time.  Let alone the laypersons, 

professionals (for example, journalists) do not notice the above expressions to be incompatible.  It implies that 

the use of incompatible expressions has prevailed due to negligence or carelessness in applying the right forms 
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of a language for communication.  This kind of usage violates the maxim of quality (by using terms without 

adequate knowledge) and the maxim of manner by creating ambiguity in the expressions mentioned above. 

Moreover, there are various incompatible uses of expressions at the phrase or sentence level. For 

instance, the following expressions were reported. 

 

Table 2 

 

Type of Incompatible Expressions at Phrase or Clause Level 

Incompatible expression   Problem observed Intended meaning in  

English  

Correct usage in 

Amharic 

እ የ መጣሁ ነ ኝ  Wrong use of ነ ኝ  (nəɲ)  I am coming እ የ መጣሁ ነ ው፡ ፡  

ʔɨjəmət‟ɑhu  nəɲ 

አምስት ኪሎ ጋር  ነ ኝ  Wrong use of ጋር  (gɑr)  I am at Amsit Kilo አምስት ኪሎ ጋ  

ነ ኝ ፡ ፡   ʔɑmsɨt kilo gɑr nəɲ  

መገ ና ኛ  ብዙሃ ን   Wrong usage mass media ብዙሃ ን  መገ ና ኛ  

 məgənɑɲɑ bɨzuhɑn  

መሸነ ፍ ችሏል   wrong usage was beaten ተሸንፏል  

 məʃənəf tʃɨl
w
ɑl 

ያን በሳውን  ድርሻ  

ተጫውቷል  

Direct translation from English played the lion‟s share ከፍተኛ  ድርሻ  

አ በር ክቷል፤  

አ ብላጫውን  ስራ 

ሰረቷል ፡ ፡  
 jɑnbəsɑwun dɨrʃɑ 

  təčˈɑwt
w
ɑl 

ኳስና  መረብን  አ ዋሀደ   Wrong use of the word 

ʔɑwɑhɑdə  (combined) 

joined the ball and the 

net 

ኳስና  መረብን  

አ ገ ና ኘ ፡ ፡  k
w
ɑs ʔɨnɑ mərəb 

  ʔɑwɑhɑdə 

ደን  ተከላ  ባህል  ሊሆን  

ይገ ባል   

Wrong use of words (dən 

təkəlɑ) 

planting seedlings must 

be a culture 

ችግኝ  መትከል  ባህል  

ሊሆነ  ይገ ባል ፡ ፡  

dən təkəlɑ bɑhɨl lihon 

jɨgəbɑl 
  

  As shown in Table 2, there are different problems related to language use.  For example, we do not say 

“እ የ መጣሁ ነ ኝ  (ʔɨjəmət‟ɑhu nəɲ)” rather we say “እ የ መጣሁ ነ ው (ʔɨjəmət‟ɑhu nəw)” (I am coming).  In this 

context, the speaker used the auxiliary verb “nəɲ” (am) in the wrong form.  In the expression, “አምስት ኪሎ ጋር  

ነ ኝ  (ʔɑmsɨt kilo gɑr nəɲ)” (I am with Amsit Kilo), gɑr (which means with) shows a relationship but not 

location, so it is not used in a compatible way.  Rather it is better to say “አምስት ኪሎ ጋ  ነ ኝ  (ʔɑmsɨt kilo gɑ 

nəɲ)” (I am at Amsit Kilo) to show where the speaker was.  The next phrase is “መገ ና ኛ  ብዙሃ ን  (məgənɑɲɲɑ 

bɨzuhɑn)” (mass media), and it needs to be rephrased as “ብዙሃ ን  መገ ና ኛ  (bɨzuhɑn məgənɑɲɑ)”.   

The other incompatible expression is “መሸነ ፍ ችሏል  (məʃənəf tʃil
w
ɑl)” (could be beaten). Conceptually, 

being beaten is not an ability.  Thus, it is possible to correct it as “təʃənf
w
ɑl” (was beaten).  Besides, respondents 

mentioned that many speakers use the expression “ያንበሳውን  ድርሻ  ተጫውቷል  (jɑnbəsɑwun dɨrʃɑ təčˈɑwt
w
ɑl)” 

(played the lion‟s share) repeatedly by translating it from the English version.  However, this could be said 

አ ብላጫውን  ስራ ሰርቷል  (ʔɑblɑčˈɑwun sɨrɑ sərt
w
ɑl) (has accomplished the greater portion of the activity) or 

ከፍተኛ  ድርሻ  አ በር ክቷል  (kəftəɲɑ dɨrʃɑ ʔɑbərkɨt
w
ɑl (has contributed a lot).  The other incompatible expression 
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is “k
w
ɑs ʔɨnɑ mərəb ʔɑwɑhadə (combined the ball and the net)”.   Practically, there is no way a ball and a net 

are combined; rather, they can touch (or have contact) with each other.  In this context, the Amharic word 

“አ ዋሀደ  (ʔɑwɑhɑdə)” which means combined is incompatible.  Besides, the phrase ደን  ተከላ  ባህል  ሊሆን  

ይገ ባል  (dən təkəlɑ bɑhɨl lihon jɨgəbɑl) is wrongly used because ደን  (dən) forest is a collection of fully-grown 

plants.  Therefore, it should be corrected as ችግኝ  መትከል  ባህል  ሊሆን  ይገ ባል  (tʃigɨɲ mətkəl bɑhɨl lihon 

jɨgəbɑl) planting seedlings should be taken as culture.  

The next question requires respondents to list down incompatible words or expressions used by 

reporters, public speakers, friends, owners of organizations and government authorities.  Thus, respondents have 

listed incompatible words or expressions used by different people as follows. 

Table 3 

 

Untranslated, Vague and Wrong Expressions used by Various Speakers 

Incompatible 

expression 

Problem observed Intended meaning Correct usage in Amharic 

ትራንስፎርሜሽን   Using an untranslated English term 

instead of its Amharic equivalent 

transformation ስር  ነ ቀል  ለውጥ 

trɑnsformeʃn 

እ የ ሆነ  ያለበት 

ሁኔ ታ ነ ው ያለው 

Using vague expression It is happening እ የ ሆነ  ነ ው 

 ʔɨjəhonə jɑləbət 

hunetɑ  nəw jɑləw 

ግን ዛ ቤ እ የ ተፈጠረ  

ያለበት ሁኔ ታ ነ ው 

ያለው 

Using vague expression Awareness is 

created 

ግን ዛ ቤ እ የ ተፈጠረ  ነ ው 

ወይም ግንዛ ቤ ተፈጥሯል  

 gɨnzɑbe ʔɨjətəfət‟ərə  

jɑləbət hunetɑ  nəw 

jɑləw 

የ ሴት ነ ጋዴዎች 

ማህበር  

Wrong expression Business Women‟s 

Association  

 

የ ነ ጋዴ ሴቶች ማህበር  

jəset nəgɑdewotʃ 

mɑhbər 

ሪፖርት  Using English instead of its 

Amharic equivalent 

report ዘ ገ ባ  ወይም ሀተታ 

(riport) 

ፕሬዚደንት  Using English instead of its 

Amharic equivalent 

president ር እ ሰ  ብሄር  

presidənt 

የ ተተከሉ ደኖች Using the wrong term Planted seedlings የ ተተከሉ ችግኞች 

 jətətəkəlu dənotʃ 

የ ኢንፎርሜሽን  

ኮሚዩ ኒ ኬሽን  ሳምንት 

Mixing of English and Amharic 

terms 

information 

communication 

week 

የ መረጃና  ስ ነ    ተግባቦት 

ሳምንት 

 ʔinformeʃn 

komjunikɑʃn sɑmɨnt 

 ዲቨሎፕመንት  Using English instead of its 

Amharic equivalent 

development ልማት 

divəlopmənt 
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Now, let us consider some incompatible words or expressions indicated in Table 3.  Words, like 

ትራንስፎርሜሽን  (trɑnsformeʃn -transformation), ሪፖርት (riport - (report), ፕሬዚደንት (presidənt - president), 

ዲቨሎፕመንት (divəlopmənt - development) are English terms, but they are directly functional in Amharic 

speeches with no translation where they have Amharic equivalents.  This shows that the speakers are careless or 

reluctant to use Amharic terms correctly.  In the expressions, (እ የ ሆነ ) ያለበት ሁኔ ታ ነ ው ያለው (ʔɨjəhonə 

jɑləbət hunetɑ nəw jɑləw - it is happening just like this condition) and “ግንዛ ቤ እ የ ተፈጠረ  ያለበት ሁኔ ታ ነ ው 

ያለው (gɨnzɑbe jɑləbət hunetɑ  nəw jɑləw - there is a condition that awareness is being created), unnecessary 

inclusion of terms like “…ያለበት ሁኔ ታ ነ ው ያለው  (jɑləbət hunetɑ  nəw jɑləw” - there is a condition like that) 

is observed.  Speakers commonly use such kinds of additional phrases, but such phrases do not have any 

relevance to explain the main idea; rather, they spoil the structure and meaning of the language.  

  Furthermore, respondents stated that reporters use the expression “የ ሴት ነ ጋዴዎች  ማህበር  (jəset 

nəgɑdewotʃ mɑhbər” - women traders‟ association) in their reports without noticing its meaning.  The meaning 

of this phrase is an association of traders who exchange (buy and sell) women.  Nevertheless, the reporter‟s 

intention was to say “የ ነ ጋዴ ሴቶች  ማህበር  (jənəgɑde setotʃ mɑhbər)” - Business Women‟s Association), 

which means women whose job is trading.  Here we observe that the actual meaning of the intended proposition 

and what was reported are different.  However, this wrong information was transmitted in the media without 

noticing the fallacy of meaning. 

In addition, as stated by respondents, some reporters say “የ ተተከሉ ደኖች  (jətətəkəlu dənotʃ)” (planted 

forests) which is an inappropriate expression because ደኖች  (dənotʃ -forests) are not planted; rather they are 

fully-grown trees and shrubs.  Hence, reporters need to say የ ተተከሉ ችግኞች (jətətəkəlu tʃɨgɲotʃ - planted 

seedlings).  In this situation, it is rational to state that reporters‟ manners of language use have become sources 

of problems whose words cause linguistic conflict, damage smooth communication and distort meaning rather 

than constructing knowledge and wisdom.  It implies that some journalists may lack the appropriate language 

competence, so they are unable to communicate with the public smoothly. 

  In the expression, “የ ኢንፎርሜሽን  ኮሚዩ ኒ ኬሽን  ሳምንት (ʔinformeʃn komjunikɑʃn sɑmɨnt  -information 

communication week)”, the words “information” and “communication” are in English, but “ሳምንት (sɑmɨnt - 

week)” is an Amharic word.  This kind of mixed usage is common nowadays.  For instance, even uneducated 

farmers, regardless of correct usage and pronunciation, apply words like “information” in their speeches.  

However, mixing terms from different languages is not compatible because it causes misunderstanding and 

confusion among listeners. 

  Besides, respondents mentioned that public speakers use the following expressions in their speeches.  

They are shown in the following table. 
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Table 4 

 

 Mixed Expressions Used in Speeches 
Incompatible expression Problem observed Intended meaning in 

English 

Correct usage in Amharic 

GDPው እ ድገ ት 

አ ሳይቷል  

Mixing English and 

Amharic  

The GDP showed growth ሀ ገ ራዊ ምጣኔ  ሀብቱ 

እ ድገ ት አ ሳይቷል ፡ ፡  

 dʒidipiw ʔɨdgət 

ʔɑsɑjɨt
w
ɑl 

 ኢኮኖሚያዊ ሪፎርም 

አ ስፈላ ጊ  ነ ው 

Mixing English and 

Amharic 

Economic reform is 

necessary 

የ ምጣኔ  ሀብት ለውጥ 

አ ስፈላ ጊ  ነ ው፡ ፡  

ʔikonomijɑwi riform 

ʔɑsfəlɑgi nəw 

 የ ሊደርሽፕ  ችግሩ  

ካልተፈታ 

Mixing English and 

Amharic 

Unless leadership 

problems are not solved 

የ አመራሩ  ችግር  ካልተፈታ 

 jəlidərʃipu tʃɨgr 

kɑltəfətɑ 

አ ዌር ነ ስ  ክሬሽን  Using English instead 

of Amharic  

Awareness creation ግን ዛ ቤ መፍጠር  

ʔɑwernəs kriɑʃn 
 

As mentioned above, mixing English terms with Amharic expressions has been common.  For instance, 

they use phrases like GDPው እ ድገ ት አ ሳይቷል  (dʒidipiw ʔɨdgət ʔɑsɑjɨt
w
ɑl - the GDP has shown development), 

ኢኮኖሚያዊ ሪፎርም አ ስፈላ ጊ  ነ ው (ʔikonomijɑwi riform ʔɑsfəlɑgi nəw - economic reform is necessary), 

የ ሊደርሽፕ  ችግሩ  ካልተፈታ (jəlidərʃipu tʃɨgr kɑltəfətɑ - unless the problem of the readership is solved) and 

አ ዌር ነ ስ  ክሬሽን  (ʔɑwernəs kriɑʃn) (awareness creation).  Thus, using mixed expressions repeatedly causes 

linguistic conflict and identity crisis gradually. 

Furthermore, respondents said that people who are friends often use the following words or expressions 

in their talk.  

 
Table 5 

 

 Slangs, Mixed Terms and Wrong Gender Marker 

Expression  Remark  Meaning  

 ኧረ  አ ይነ ፋም (ʔərə ʔɑjnəfɑm) slang It is not good 

 ላ ሽ  በል  (lɑʃ bəl) slang Go  

 ወፍ የ ለም (wof jələm) slang There is no one 

 ፒፕሉ እ ንዳለ  ነ ቄ  ብሏል  (piplu ʔɨndɑlə nək‟e bɨl
w
ɑl) Slangs with mixed  The people are aware. 

ድንቡሎ አ ናመጣም (dɨnbulo ʔɑnɑmət‟ɑm) slang We do not bring 

anything. 

ፍሬንዶች  (frendotʃ) mixed friends 

አ ንቺ ሰውዬ  (ʔɑntʃi səwjə) wrong gender 

marker 

You man 

 ፒስ  ነ ሽ  (pis nəʃ) mixed Are you fine? 

ፈያ  ነ ሽ  (fəjɑ nəʃ) mixed Are you fine? 
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Among friends, using slangs, mixed terms and wrong gender markers has been a common experience, 

and they may interact with one another easily.  However, the expressions are not formal.  They are slang and 

some are mixed.  For instance, look at the term ፍሬንዶች  (frendotʃ (friend + ኦ ች(otʃ)) which is formed from an 

English term friend and from an Amharic plural marker “ኦ ች (otʃ)”, so other listeners may not understand the 

term “ፍሬንዶች  (frendotʃ - friends)” which is a hybrid term.  They also use “ፒስ  ነ ሽ  (pis nəʃ)” to greet a male 

individual, which is formed from the English term peace and an Amharic term “nəʃ (are you)” which refers to 

females in an Amharic context.  However, it is applied among friends to refer to males as stated by the 

respondents. Similarly, consider how “አ ንቺ ሰውዬ  (ʔɑntʃi səwjə)” is formed.  The speaker used a feminine 

marker አ ንቺ (ʔɑntʃi) to refer to a male individual.  As indicated, even if most of the phrases are Amharic 

expressions, they are confusing to Amharic speakers.  These expressions violate Grice‟s cooperative principle, 

i.e., the maxim of manner that demands communicators to avoid ambiguity during communication.  Such kind 

of mixed usage has a negative impact on understanding the meanings of expressions, and they create identity 

confusion (gender in this case) and linguistic conflict when they are widely used. 

As reported by a respondent, the word “ይመራል  (jɨmərɑl)” was applicable in beer advertising previously. 

In this situation, the meaning of “jɨmərɑl” is ambiguous unless it is used contextually.  That means, it has a 

different meaning when the word is stressed or unstressed on the third syllable (r).  Thus, “ይመራል  (jɨmərɑl)” 

means “it is leading” but “ይመራል  (jɨmərrɑl)” means, it is bitter.  Similarly, unless words like this are 

pronounced properly to indicate their appropriate meaning, they will be confusing to listeners.  Thus, it implies 

that advertisers should take great care to avoid distortion of meaning when they use ambiguous terms to 

advertise their products and services.  
 

4.2 Analysis of Data on the Causes of Incompatible Language Use 
 

The second research question was, “What are the causes of incompatible words/expressions?” The 

respondents mentioned a number of reasons for using incompatible expressions.  Thus, the interviewees listed 

causes for using incompatible expressions as follows. 
 

ነ ገ ሮችን  በትክክል  ተገ ንዝቦ  የ ሚና ገ ር  የ ለም  

nəgərotʃɨn bətkɨkɨl təgənzɨbo jəminɑgər jələm 

There is lack of understanding while speaking. (A from EBC) 
       

     የ ምንና ገ ረውን  ነ ገ ር  ሰዎች  የ ሚገ ባቸው ስለሚመስለን   

jəmnɨnɑgərəwun nəgər səwotʃ jəmigəbɑtʃəw sɨləmiməslən 

    We feel that people understand what we say. (A from EBC) 
 

የ ዝግጅት ማነ ስ ፣  ቸልተኝ ነ ት፣  መደን ገ ጥ፣  ልማድ ወይም ሳያስቡት ድን ገ ት መና ገ ር   

jəzgɨdʒɨt mɑnəs tʃəlɨtəɲɨnət mədəngət‟ lɨmɑd wojɨm sɑjɑsbut dɨngət jəmijɑməlt‟ɑtʃəw ɑlu   

Lack of preparation, negligence, feeling of panic (stun), habit or speaking spontaneously. (D & G from FBC) 
 

የ ቃላት ክምችት እጥረት፣  አ ዋቂ  መስሎ ለመታየ ት ቋንቋን  መደባለቅ   

jək‟ɑlɑt kɨmtʃɨt ʔɨt‟ɨrət ʔɑwɑk‟i məslo ləmətɑjət k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑn mədəbɑlək‟ 

Lack of vocabulary potential, mixing language to pretend or act as an intellectual. (E from AMA & H from 

FBC) 
 

የ ቋንቋ  ብቃት ማነ ስ ፣  ቋንቋውን  ሳይችሉ ለመግባባት መሞከር   

jək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ bɨk‟ɑt mɑnəs  k‟

w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑwun sɑjɨtʃɨlu ləməgbɑbɑt məmokər 

Lack of language ability, trying to communicate with inadequate knowledge of language. (I from JU) 
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As mentioned above, there are a number of reasons why speakers choose to employ inappropriate 

language.  Among the reasons are, but are not limited to, inadequate comprehension of what they say, lack of 

planning before speaking, feeling nervous when speaking, limited vocabulary, incompetence in language, 

speaking impulsively, and using a lot of words to sound intelligent.   Carelessness also plays a great role in 

using incompatible expressions.  For instance, consider, “የ ሚዲያና  ኮሚዩ ኒ ኬሽን  ጥናት ትምህርት ክፍል  

(jəmidijɑ ʔɨnɑ komjunikɑʃɨn t‟ɨnɑt tɨmhɨrt kɨfl)”.  According to interviewee I (from JU), this could be rewritten 

as “የ መገ ና ኛና  ስ ነ -ተግባቦት ጥናት ትምህርት ክፍል  (jəməgənɑɲɑ ʔɨnɑ sɨnə   təgbɑbot tɨmhɨrt kɨfl)” which is a 

better Amharic equivalent for the “Department of Media and Communication Studies” than the first one 

mentioned above.  However, probably, proper attention was not given to it when it was made ready for use.  

Moreover, according to respondents, some officials are not willing to use Amharic terms that have equivalent 

meanings to English terms.  For this reason, they prefer using English expressions to Amharic equivalents.  For 

instance, the Amharic equivalent to the term “Millennium” is “አ ንድ ሺህ  አመት (ʔɑnd ʃɨh ʔɑmət” (one thousand 

years).  Nevertheless, the millennium was written in English by the influence of some officials, as mentioned by 

respondents, during the celebration of the „Second Ethiopian Millennium‟. 

Interviewees were also asked whether mixing languages has advantages or not.  Accordingly, some 

respondents stated that using mixed languages has some advantages.  For instance, using English terms is better 

to explain some ideas that do not have appropriate expressions in Amharic, but this may create a communication 

gap for monolingual speakers.  Contrary to this, other respondents replied that mixing languages has no 

advantage; rather, it has several disadvantages.  For instance, interviewee C (from FBC at Addis Ababa) 

suggests the disadvantages of mixing languages as follows.  

       

     እ ኔ  ጥቅም አ ለው ብዬ  አ ላምንም፡ ፡  ቋንቋ  በራሱ ሙሉ ነ ው፡ ፡  በራሱ መልዕክትን  ማስተላለፍ ይችላል ፡ ፡    

      ስለዚህ  ሌላ  ቋንቋ  መጠቀም ምናልባት ያበላ ሸው እ ንደሆነ  ነ ው እ ንጅ ጥቅም አ ይኖረውም፡ ፡  

ʔɨne t‟ɨk‟ɨm ʔɑləw bɨjə ʔɑlɑmnɨm k‟w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ bərɑsu mulu nəw bərɑsu məlʔɨkɨtɨn mɑstəlɑləf jɨtʃɨlɑl sɨləzih 

lelɑ k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ mət‟ək‟əm mɨnɑlbɑt jɑbəlɑʃəw ʔɨndəhonə nəw ʔɨndʒɨ t‟ɨk‟ɨm ʔɑjɨnorəwm 

 

The above respondent believed that mixing languages does not have advantages.  Every language is 

complete by itself, so it can express any idea and transmit a message by itself, and mixing the words of one 

language with another language is more disadvantageous.  Another respondent also mentioned when the 

practice of mixing one language with another language increases, it hinders the development of the language 

under study (Amharic in this context) and distorts message transfer.  Additionally, when presenters do not 

receive the kind of acceptance they anticipate from listeners, it gradually erodes their confidence, and causes 

identity issues.  Therefore, mixing languages while communicating is not appreciated.  Based on the above 

respondents‟ ideas, it is possible to infer that code-mixing is more disadvantageous, especially when speaking 

with monolinguals. 

  In the questionnaire, the respondents were also asked why they or others speak incompatible 

expressions.  Related to this idea, respondents mentioned various reasons for speakers to use incompatible 

expressions.  These are, firstly, speakers are careless about language use, or they lack attention to what they say.  

The second reason is a lack of knowledge or vocabulary in Amharic.  Other individuals mix languages, 

considering themselves as more skillful than others.  Alternatively, some individuals mix languages to overact 

or as a sign of modernization and due to habit.  Besides, respondents said that when some words in Amharic 

cannot fully express what they want to say, they use English terms to provide a detailed description of their 

ideas.  These ideas are congruent with the ideas mentioned by the interviewees.  Therefore, it is possible to infer 

that the causes of using incompatible words or expressions are signs of modernization, carelessness about 

language use, lack of grammar knowledge and vocabulary in Amharic, and choice of English terms rather than 
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Amharic to express some ideas better. 

    

  4.3 Implications of Using Incompatible Expressions       

            

The respondents were also asked about the negative impacts of using incompatible expressions on 

cultural values, identity and the development of the Amharic language.  The respondents mentioned the 

implications of using incompatible expressions on cultural values, constructing identity and the development of 

Amharic as follows. 

In relation to the impact of incompatible expressions on cultural values between the two languages 

(Amharic and English), respondents mentioned that incompatible expressions like using excessive English 

terminologies instead of Amharic words and mixing words cause cultural conflict.  Besides, it weakens the 

transfer of indigenous culture and tradition from generation to generation.  The existing cultural values are also 

degraded when they are mixed with foreign languages.  Based on the above information, it is possible to infer 

that incompatible expressions or mixing languages results in the replacement of indigenous moral and cultural 

values by English norms and practices gradually.   

Moreover, respondents mentioned that incompatible words or expressions have several impacts on 

identity building.  For instance, it causes gradual identity confusion especially in the new generation because 

they use or hear mixed terms from Amharic and English terms repeatedly.  Besides, it creates a lack of self-

confidence in speakers, and they develop a kind of mixed identity.  In other words, individuals replace their own 

identity with foreign elements by ruining their own sense of national, cultural, and group identity.  Eventually, it 

causes an identity crisis in individuals, and they develop a sense of disrespect for their language, social norms 

and values. 

According to the respondents, the impact of using incompatible words or expressions on the 

development of the Amharic language is tremendous.  For instance, it decreases the development of Amharic in 

various aspects of the language.  Through time, some Amharic words are forgotten, and unfamiliar terms 

become part of the vocabulary.  Gradually, the introduction of numerous new words from English will become a 

barrier to the progress of Amharic in general. 

The other question presented to respondents was about the impact of using incompatible expressions or 

mixed language on message transfer.  Thus, according to the respondents, the most repeatedly mentioned impact 

of using incompatible expressions is creating misunderstanding between speakers and listeners.  Similarly, 

distortion of the message, inculcating listeners with wrong information, and transferring of unclear messages are 

the impacts of using incompatible expressions.  Besides, using untranslated and hybrid expressions reduces the 

development of Amharic.  Likewise, when speakers use incompatible expressions, it teaches the new generation 

as if inappropriate words and expressions were right or acceptable elements of the language.  Based on these 

ideas, it is reasonable to deduce that using incompatible expressions is so prevalent that it shows outrageous 

linguistic distortion and cultural invasion of citizens.  To sum up, the implications of using incompatible 

words/expressions are the replacement of indigenous cultural and moral values, degrading the development of 

Amharic by introducing hybrid words from English and Amharic, distortion of the language, cultural invasion 

and identity crisis in the new generation.  
 

 4.4 Measures to be Taken to Minimize Incompatible Language Use 
 

Prior to measures taken, respondents were asked to what extent reporters, politicians, professionals, 

instructors, students and Diasporas speak incompatible expressions.  To this question, forty-nine (75.38%) 

respondents mentioned that reporters sometimes use incompatible expressions.  Moreover, thirty-three (50.76%) 

respondents said that politicians sometimes use incompatible expressions. Besides, forty-five (69.23%) 
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respondents replied that professionals sometimes use incompatible expressions. Forty-seven (72.30%) 

respondents also said that instructors sometimes use incompatible expressions. Forty-six (70.76%) respondents 

added that students always use incompatible expressions.  To the same question, forty-four (67.69%) 

respondents stated that Diasporas always speak incompatible expressions.  As stated above, students and 

Diasporas take the highest share of using incompatible expressions respectively.  Besides, reporters, 

professionals, instructors and politicians also use incompatible expressions in descending order. 

The last question was about possible measures to be taken as a solution to minimize the use of 

incompatible expressions.  As a solution, what the respondents suggested is summarized below. 

   የ ከፍተኛ  ትምህርት ተቋማት መምህራንና  የ ሚመለከታቸው አ ካላት ቋንቋ  ላይ ጥናትና  ምርምር  ማድረግ    

   ይገ ባቸዋል ፡ ፡   

   jəkfɨtəɲɑ tɨmhɨrt tək‟
w
ɑmɑt məmhɨrɑn ʔɨnɑ jəmimələkətɑtʃəw ʔɑkɑlɑt k‟

w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ɬɑj t‟ɨnɑt ʔɨnɑ  

    mɨrmɨr mɑdrəg jɨgəbɑtʃəwɑl 

   Instructors at higher institutions and concerned bodies need to conduct research on language use. 
    

   በተለይ ቋንቋና  ባህል  ላይ በጥልቀት ትምህርት መስጠት ያስፈልጋል ፡ ፡  

   bətələj k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ʔɨnɑ bɑhɨl lɑj bət‟ɨlk‟ət tɨmhɨrt məst‟ət jɑsfəlɨgɑl 

   It is essential to educate learners in-depth about language and culture. 
   

   ስለቋንቋ  ያለንን  አመለካከት የ ሚያሻሽሉ አ ሰራሮች  ሊኖሩ  ይገ ባል ፡ ፡   

   sɨlək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ jɑlənɨn ʔɑmələkɑkət jəmijɑʃɑʃɨlu ʔɑsərɑrotʃ linoru jɨgəbɑl 

   There should be working systems that can improve our perception of language. 
     

   በባህላችን  ለሀ ገ ር ኛ  ቋንቋ  የ ሚሰጠው ግምት አ ነ ስተኛ  ነ ው፡ ፡   

    bəbɑhlɑtʃɨn ləhɑgərɲɑ k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ jəmisət‟əw gɨmt ʔɑnəstəɲɑ nəw) 

    In our culture, we give less value to local languages. 
     

   የ ቋንቋ  ፖሊሲ ተግባራዊ አ ለመሆን  ይታይበታል ፡ ፡  ስለዚህ  ቋንቋ  እ ንዴት ማደግ  አ ለ በት የ ሚል  አ ሰራር     

    ተግባራዊ   ማድረግ  ያስፈልጋል ፡ ፡   

    jək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ polisi təgbɑrɑwi ʔɑləməhon jɨtɑjɨbətɑl sɨləzih k‟

w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ʔɨndet mɑdəg ʔɑləbət jəmil ʔɑsərɑr  

    təgbɑrɑwi mɑdrəg jɑsfəlgɑl 

    The language policy is not implemented practically, so it is necessary to establish a working system that   

    follows up on how language develops. 
 

   በቤተሰብ፣  በትምህርት ቤት፣  በማህበረ ሰብ እ ና  በህግም ለቋንቋ  እ ድገ ት መስራት አ ስፈላ ጊ  ነ ው፡ ፡   

   bəbetəsəb bətɨmhɨrt bet bəmɑhbərəsəb ʔɨnɑ bəhgɨm lək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ʔɨdgət məsrɑt ʔɑsfəlɑgi nəw) 

    It is necessary to work for the development of language at family, school, society level, and by  

    law as well. 
      

    የ ሀ ገ ር  በቀል  እውቀት በስር ዓተ  ትምህርቱ ውስጥ በዋና ነ ት ገ ብቶ መሰጠት አ ለበት፡ ፡   

   jəhɑgər bək‟əl ʔɨwk‟ət bəsrɨʔɑtə tɨmhrɨtu wusɨt‟ bəwɑnɑnət gəbto məsət‟et ʔɑləbət) 

    Indigenous knowledge must be incorporated in the curriculum. 
       

    ለተለያዩ  የ ማህበረ ሰብ ክፍሎች  የ ቋንቋ  ማሻሻያ  ስልጠናዎችን  መስጠትና  ግን ዛ ቤ ማስጨበጥ 

   lətələjɑju jəmɑhbərəsəb kɨflotʃ jək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ mɑʃɑʃɑjɑ sɨlt‟ənɑwotʃɨn məst‟ət ʔɨnɑ 

    gɨnzɑbe mɑsč‟əbət‟ 

    Give language improvement training and create awareness among various citizens.  
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    አ ድማጩን  በቅድሚያ  ማወቅ፤  ከዚያም አ ድማጩ በሚጠቀምበት ቋንቋ  መጠቀም 

    ʔɑdmɑč‟un bək‟ɨdmijɑ mɑwok‟ kəzijɑm ʔɑdmɑč‟u bəmit‟ək‟əmbət k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ  

    mət‟ək‟əm 

   Consider the audience, and use the audience‟s language while speaking. 
        

    ቃላትን  ያለቦታው ወይም በማይመለከታቸው ሰዎች  መካከል  አ ለመና ገ ር ፡ ፡  

    k‟ɑlɑtɨn ʔɑləbotɑw wojɨm bəmɑjməlekətɑtʃəw səwotʃ məkɑkəl ʔɑləmənɑgər)  

    Avoid speaking incompatible words among people who do not understand them. 
 

    ጠንካራ የ ሆነ  የ ማስተማር  እ ና  የ ቋንቋ  አጠቃቀም እ ንዲኖር  ትኩረት መስጠት፡ ፡   

    t‟ənkɑrɑ jəhonə jəmɑstəmɑr ʔɨnɑ jək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ʔɑt‟ək‟ɑk‟əm ʔɨndinor tɨkurət məst‟ət 

    Give due attention to language teaching and language use 
 

    የ መገ ና ኛ  አ ገ ልገ ሎት ሰጭዎች  የ ቋንቋ  አጠቃቀምን  የ ሚቆጣጠር  ዘ ርፍ ሊኖራቸው ይገ ባል ፡ ፡  

    məgənɑɲɑwotʃ jək‟wɑnk‟wɑ ʔɑt‟ək‟ɑk‟əmɨn jəmifətɨtʃ zərf binorɑtʃəw 

    The media need to have units that evaluate language use. 
 

    ባለሙያዎች  ሀሳባቸውን  አማርኛ  እ ና  እ ንግሊዝኛ  ሳይቀላቅሉ ቢገ ልጹ፡ ፡  
    bɑləmujɑwotʃ hɑsɑbɑtʃəwn ʔɑmɑrɲa ʔɨnɑ ʔɨnglizɲɑ sɑjk‟əlɑk‟lu bigəltsu 

    Professionals need to express their ideas either in Amharic or in English without mixing terms. 
 

The above points are repeatedly mentioned as solutions to minimize incompatible language use.  The 

solutions can be categorized into four.  They are incorporating indigenous knowledge in the curriculum and 

teaching culture and local languages in depth, designing appropriate language policy and implementing it 

properly, conducting research on how to develop language and giving training on language use, and avoiding 

mixed language use by considering the audience‟s background while speaking.  As indicated, the first solution 

emphasizes incorporating indigenous knowledge into the curriculum and teaching culture and local languages in 

depth.  However, according to the respondents, teaching Amharic as a subject in educational institutions has 

been given very little attention for a long time.  For instance, the time allotted to teaching or learning Amharic at 

schools is less than the emphasis given to other subjects like English.   

Besides, Amharic is not given as an entrance examination for grade twelve students, unlike other 

subjects.  This practice does not motivate teachers and students to teach and study it similar to other subjects.  

Related to this, interviewees F (from AMA) and I (from JU) mentioned: 

  ቋንቋን  አ ስተምሮ አ ለመፈተን  ቋንቋውን  የ ማዳከም ዘ ዴ ነ ው፡ ፡  ቋንቋ  አ ስተምሮ ፈተና  ካልተሰጠ   መምህራንም 

ለማስተማር  አ ይተጉም፤  

  ተማሪዎችም መማር  አ ይፈልጉም፤  አ ያጠኑም  

  k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑn ʔɑstəmro ʔɑləməfətən k‟

w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑwun jəmɑdɑkəm zəde nəw kɑltəsət‟ə məmhɨrɑnɨm  

  ləmɑstəmɑr ʔɑjtəgum təmɑriwotʃɨm memɑr ʔɑjfəlgum ʔɑjɑt‟ənum 

              Teaching a language but not taking the exam (at the national level) is one way of weakening the language.  If 

              an examination is not offered after teaching a subject, teachers are not encouraged to teach, and students do not 

                want to learn and study it. 

 

 As stated by respondents, excluding a language from the national exam after teaching may be a cause 

for citizens to disrespect their own language, culture, and values. That means teachers are discouraged from 

teaching, and students are not motivated to learn and study it. Thus, this case needs due attention from 

concerned bodies.  The second solution is implementing the language policy.  In our country, it is observed that 
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implementing the language policy related to language use has not been given due consideration as expected.  

That is why we do not dare to talk about the standard of languages (national, official, working, instructional, or 

any other status) confidently.  In this regard, respondents mentioned that there is an extended silence.  Anyways, 

it is vital to implement a language policy that can serve and reward citizens for various purposes and contexts.  

Third, it is necessary to conduct research and organize training to create awareness about language use.  

Through research, it is possible to investigate the strengths and gaps in how the language policy is implemented, 

and how language is taught and used.  Besides, giving training on language use to the public (for example, to 

journalists, teachers, students, politicians, etc.) is necessary.  Fourth, it is essential to consider the audience‟s 

background and try to minimize or avoid (if possible) using mixed language while speaking.  Generally, it is 

possible to infer that teaching Amharic is not given due attention at educational institutions, the language policy 

is not implemented as planned, how language is used is not evaluated and speakers do not consider listeners‟ 

linguistic background when they speak. 

 

5. Discussion 

 

The major objective of this study was to investigate the types, causes, and implications of incompatible 

expressions used by speakers.  Therefore, the types, causes and implications of incompatible expressions are 

discussed in brief below. 

Amharic is one of the Semitic languages which has been serving as a national and official language of 

Ethiopia, and a large number of people within and outside the country speak it.  However, as the education 

system in Ethiopia proves, even if Amharic is a national language, more attention is not given to it in 

comparison to English.  For instance, in Ethiopian secondary schools, English is taught four periods per week, 

unlike Amharic, which is offered for two periods per week.  Besides, English is a compulsory subject for 

university entrance examinations, and it is used as a medium of instruction at secondary and tertiary levels.  

However, Amharic is not included as part of the entrance examination given to grade twelve students.  It implies 

that Amharic is not given attention like English nationally.  Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that students and 

parents pay more attention to English than Amharic elsewhere in the country.  For this reason, students give 

more emphasis to English vocabulary and grammar rules in comparison to Amharic.  This may facilitate 

conditions for using incompatible expressions and mixing of words from the two languages.  

Based on the information obtained from interviews and questionnaires, the types of incompatible 

expressions used by speakers are different.  They include double plurals, slangs ጀለሴ (dʒələse), wrong plurals 

ዝና ቦች  (zinɑbotʃ (rains), adding unnecessary letters to words ተእ ንደገ ና  (təʔɨndəgənɑ (again) where “tə” is 

unnecessary), replacing sounds, i.e., saying ደህና  ነ ክ  (dəhnɑ nək) instead of ደህና  ነ ህ  (dəhnɑ nəh), መጣክ  

(mət‟ɑk) instead of መጣህ  (mət‟ɑh).  Besides, direct translation from English ግማሽ  ወንድም (gɨmɑʃ wondɨm -

half-brother), የ አ ን በሳውን  ድርሻ  (jəʔɑnbəsɑwun dɨrʃɑ  - lion‟s share), using English terms in Amharic  

አ ዌር ነ ስ  ክሬሽን  (ʔɑwernəs kreʃn), unnecessary addition of expressions እ የ ሆነ  ያያበት ሁኔ ታ አ ለ  (ʔɨjəhonə 

jɑləbət hunetɑ  ʔɑlə (it has been done in this condition), mixing Amharic and English terms ፍሬንዶች  (frend + 
otʃ), ፒስ ነ ሽ  (pis nəʃ - peace+nəʃ) and using of feminine gender marker አ ንቺ ሰውዬ  (ʔɑntʃ səwjə) to refer to a 

male person were observed.  

Moreover, confusing expressions like እ የ መጣሁ ነ ኝ  (ʔɨjəmət‟ɑhu nəɲ), አምስት ኪሎ ጋር  ነ ኝ  (ʔɑmsit 

kilo gɑr nəɲ, ይመራል  (jɨmərɑl), የ ተተከሉ ደኖች (jətətekəlu dənotʃ), የ ሴት ነ ጋዴዎች ማሀበር  (jəset nəgɑdewotʃ 

mɑhbər) and the like are widely used in Amharic speeches.  These expressions violate the maxims of quality 

and manner.  Similarly, it is common to see related expressions applied in printed books.  For example, consider 
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how Endalamaw Aragie (2010 E. C) used “ጋር  (gɑr)” (which means with) in the following sentences with 

different meanings. 

First, he used “ጋር  (gɑr- with)” in the expression, እ ዚህ  ጋር  እ ንደምታዩ ት- ʔɨzih gɑr ʔɨndəmtɑjut (as 

you can see with here)” (Endalamaw, 2010 E. C, p. 155).  In this scenario, the writer used “gɑr” to indicate 

location because the term “አ ዚህ  (ʔɨzih - here)” which is an adverb of place, makes its function clear.  However, 

it is not compatible to use “gɑr” (with) to show a location because listeners are accustomed to using “gɑr” 

(with) to indicate relationships.  The same writer applied “gɑr” (with) to show a relationship.  The sentence 

reads, “…(ቅዱስና  ከቅዱሳኑ  ጋር  በቀጥታ የ ሚያግባባ  ቋንቋ  ቢሆን  እ ንጅ ሌላ  ምክንያት አ ይኖርም - k‟ɨdus ʔɨnɑ 

kək‟ɨdusɑnu gɑr bək‟ət‟ɨtɑ jəmijɑgbɑba k‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ bihon ʔɨndʒi lelɑ mɨknɨjɑt ʔɑjnorm” (Endalamaw, 2010, p. 

158) (it is holy and holy language that communicates directly with holy individuals, but there is no another 

reason).  In this context, “ጋር  (gɑr)” (with) is used to refer to a relationship which is acceptable.  This kind of 

language use proves that individuals are applying terms with no proper attention and create different meaning-

forming and confusing situations. 

The causes for applying the above incompatible expressions are also different.  They can be categorized 

as a lack of appropriate knowledge of the grammar of Amharic, lack of preparation and carelessness while 

speaking, unwillingness to use Amharic terms, negligence to apply the rules of the language, signs of 

modernization and boasting. 

Applying the above incompatible expressions in day-to-day communication has its own implications on 

the public, the culture and the language.  The implications result in distortion of meaning, misunderstanding 

among communicators, incomplete message transfer, confusion between communicators, and introduction of 

vague terms (vocabularies) into Amharic, identity confusion in the new generation, replacement of indigenous, 

cultural, and moral values by foreign practices, loss of national and group identity and identity crisis. 

The different types of incompatible language use and their impacts can be alleviated by focusing on 

appropriate language teaching and language use, implementing the language policy and trying to change the 

government‟s silence about language issues and working for societal benefit.  Besides, educating and awareness 

creation training for students and media workers about language use at various levels are essential.  However, 

the effort made to educate students about language as a subject and language use seems to be minimal.  For 

example, the Federal Democratic Republic Government of Ethiopia Education and Training Policy (1994) 

states, “Students can choose and learn at least one national language and one foreign language for cultural and 

international studies.”  As to foreign language and international studies, it is clear that students can learn 

English, and it is clearly stated that teaching English begins from grade one.   

Nevertheless, regarding teaching a language for countrywide communication, for example, Amharic, 

except saying, “It shall be taught as a language of countrywide communication,” the document does not give 

any direction when it begins to teach the language and how it is taught.  Besides, it says, “Students can choose 

and learn at least one national language….”  But, which levels of students are expected to choose the language 

that has potential advantages for their future careers and wider communication?  Why doesn‟t the government 

want to decide about the language that must be taught for countrywide communication for the benefit of 

citizens?  It would be better to pass a decision on language teaching and implementing the language policy 

properly.  Nevertheless, the government‟s silence in relation to which language, when, and how to teach it, has 

resulted in a lot of negative impacts on citizens as indicated above. 

  Moreover, a lack of knowledge of Amharic grammar is one cause for using an incompatible language.  

Thus, struggling to offer quality education in general and language skills in particular is essential because, as 

scholars, for example, Turhan and Ozer (2017) suggest, “Foreign language learners need to perform well on 

four basic language skills in order to be able to understand and produce a very complex sets of sentences in the 

target language.”  Turhan and Ozer (2017) emphasize that being efficient in the four language skills has 
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paramount importance to not only understand and produce complex sets of sentences in the target language, but 

it is also necessary to master the knowledge of local languages and practice the rules to impart logical and sound 

ideas in everyday communication.   

In addition, lack of preparation and carelessness when speaking are causes of using incompatible words. 

For this reason, individuals who are working in various sectors, for example, journalists commit unexpected 

mistakes repeatedly.  For instance, Bedilu Wakjira (2011 E. C, p. 133) supports this finding.  He said, “ከቋንቋ  

አጠቃቀም እ ስከ  ፕሮግራም ይዘ ት ድረ ስ  አ ብዛ ኛዎቹ ጣቢያዎች  ስህተት የ ታጨቀባቸው ና ቸው፡ ፡ ...ዛ ሬ  በመገ ና ኛ  

ብዙሀን  የ ሚተላለፉ  ዜናዎችና  ዝግጅቶች  ላይ የ ሚስተዋሉት ስህተቶች  ቢሰባሰቡ፣  እ ጅግ  ቢያንስ  በየ ሳምንቱ 

አ ንድ መጽሀፍ ይወጣቸዋል ፡ ፡  (kək‟
w
ɑnk‟

w
ɑ ʔɑt‟ək‟ɑk‟əm ʔɨskə progrɑm jɨzət dɨrəs ʔɑbzɑɲɑwotʃu t‟ɑbijɑwotʃ 

sɨhtət jətɑč‟ək‟əbɑtʃəw nɑtʃəw zɑre bəməgənɑɲɑ bɨzuhɑn jəmitəlɑləfu zenɑwotʃ ʔɨnɑ zɨgdʒɨtotʃ bisəbɑsəbu 

ʔɨdʒɨg bijɑnɨs bəjəsɑmnɨtu ʔɑnd mətshɑf jɨwot‟ɑtʃəwɑl) 

 This means regarding language use and program content, most programs are full of errors.  If the 

observed errors in news and programs that are transmitted through the media are gathered, at minimum a book 

would be compiled per week. 

When we ask about the cause of making various mistakes, a poor language teaching system and 

carelessness in implementing various activities are raised as factors.  Thus, it requires offering quality language 

education for students at different levels to enable them to develop their conceptual and analytical skills and 

then alleviate the transmission of distorted messages during communication.  

Another cause for the use of incompatible words or expressions is speakers‟ need to overact.  Most 

speakers want to be considered modernized and knowledgeable individuals by their listeners, so they usually 

mix English expressions in their speeches delivered in Amharic.  As a stereotype, a significant number of our 

people believe that English-speaking individuals are regarded as modernized and knowledgeable.  Therefore, 

mixing English terms during speech in Amharic seems to be a common practice.  Related to word use and 

personality, Pennebarker, Mehl, and Niederhoffer (2003) stated that more specifically, word use is a meaningful 

marker and occasional mediator of natural, social and personality processes.  As indicated above, word use is a 

meaningful marker of one‟s personality.  Thus, by implication, when people use English terms while speaking 

in Amharic, they assume that their audiences appreciate and accept them better, so they tend to use more 

English terms in Amharic speeches.  However, mixing languages is harmful, especially in communities where 

most communicative participants speak only Amharic.  Briefly, using incompatible expressions means violating 

appropriate communication among citizens and facilitating conditions for the cause of misunderstanding and 

social crisis gradually.   
 

6. Conclusions  
 

The general objective of this research was to investigate the types, causes and implications of 

incompatible words or expressions used by speakers.  To achieve the research objectives, data was collected 

through interviews and questionnaires.  Then, the data was analyzed and interpreted, and the findings were 

forwarded.  Based on the findings the following conclusions were drawn.  

Firstly, speakers use various incompatible expressions widely in their speeches.  For example, speakers 

use double plural forms, slang and wrong plurals, add or omit unnecessary letters and words, replace sounds, 

mix words, form hybrid terms, translate English words directly into Amharic and use English terms in Amharic-

speaking situations.  Thus, these factors prove that the prevalence of using incompatible expressions has been a 

significant problem.  Secondly, various factors are mentioned as causes of incompatible language use.  

Therefore, it is rational to conclude that concerned bodies did not handle language use and effective language 
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teaching and learning properly.  Thirdly, reluctance to use appropriate language rules has resulted in showing 

the signs of social crises, linguistic conflict, misunderstanding and loss of personal and national identity.  

            Regarding data, we planned to get live speeches from speakers at the beginning.  However, due to 

various challenges, we could not get data in such a way, unfortunately.  Thus, we believed that if we had not 

encountered such limitations, our study would have been more comprehensive.  Therefore, we recommend that 

interested individuals can conduct further research in this area by analyzing data obtained from live speeches.  

 

7. Recommendations 

 

First, the government and educational institutions should follow up on how language is used by 

communicative participants in various contexts to maximize understanding among speech participants.  Second, 

responsible bodies need to assess language use and the effectiveness of language teaching and learning to 

improve learners‟ language competence.  Third, individuals are recommended to minimize the use of 

incompatible expressions and mixing languages during speaking to increase understanding, appropriate message 

transfer and avoid linguistic and cultural conflict. 
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